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1. Introduction

We shall study the following Cauchy problem:

(D+mXί,2r) = 0,

Here the potential m = m(t, x) is non-negative. Our interest on this problem is in

(i) estimates for the solution,
and
(ii) the existence and the uniqueness of the solution,

on as weak conditions of the potential m as possible.
The equations which we have in mind include the free wave equation (m = 0)

and the Klein-Gordon equation (m = positive constant). For these special equations,
ZΛestimates, together with the existence and the uniqueness of the solution, are well-
known. Furthermore, Lp-Lq estimates for the solutions

(i i) N*)ll, = !!«(*, aOlk < c M(ί)||/||p,

which play an important role in the semi-linear problems, have been proved by many
authors; for the free wave equation, by Strichartz [6] and Peral [4] for the Klein-Gordon
equation, by Marshall-Strauss-Wainger [3]. Here (1/p, 1/q) is in the triangle ΓιΓ2T3

(see Figure 1), and

(1.2) Cpq(t) = Ctl

for the free wave equation (similar constant Cpq(t) for the Klein-Gordon equation).
On the other hand, in the case when m is not necessarily a constant, we do not

have so many results. As for the existence, Strichartz [7] proved that the Cauchy
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Figure 1: the region of (1/p, l/q) for Lp-Lq estimate

problem (CP) has the unique solutions u G £2(n-i)/(n-3)(Rn) for initial data y e

L2(n-i)/(n+i)(Rn) and potentials m = m(t,x) G L^-^/^R71). As for L*>-L* esti-

mates, Beals-Strauss [1] proved that the solution u(t) satisfies the estimate (1.1) at 7\,

that is, the estimate with (1/p, l/q) = (1/2 -h l/(n + 1), 1/2 - l/(n + 1)) - TI. They
proved it with the same Cpq(t) as that of the free wave equation when m is indepen-
dent of the time variable t and its derivatives up to a certain order are bounded and

decay rapidly enough at infinity. We remark here that the estimate (1.1) at 7\ is not

always true without the boundedness of m. In fact, if the estimate could be true, the

norm ||u(t)||q should decay as t -» oc. But if we take m = x|2, -Δ + m has positive
eigenvalues, and the Cauchy problem (CP) allows a time periodic solution for some

initial data. That is a contradiction.
Recently Zhong [8] proved the estimate (1.1) for more general time-independent

smooth potentials, including m = |x|2, where the constant Cpq(t) is the same as that

of the free wave equation, but the region for (1/p, l/q) is in the trapezoid PiPiP^P^
The objective of this paper is to extend Zhong's result to the case

(i) when m depends not only on the space variable x, but also on the time variable t,
and
(ii) when ra(ί, x) is not a smooth potential of x.
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In general, Cpq(t) is not always the same as that of Zhong's (Theorem 2.1). But
if m fulfills some more assumptions, it turn out to be the same (Theorem 2.2).

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we shall state our main results.

In Sections 3 and 4, we shall prove Theorem 2.1, and in Section 5 Theorem 2.2.

2. Results

Throughout this paper, we assume the following:

Assumption 2.1. The measurable function m(t,x) on R++1 = R+ x Rn (n> 3)

fulfills the following:

(i) The function m(t, x) is non-negative.

(ii) There exist the derivative dtm(t,x) and non-negative functions μ+(ί),μ_(ί) G

Lj oc(R+) such that -μ_(ί)ra(ί,z) < dtm(t,x) < μ+(t)ra(£,z).

Then we have

Theorem 2.1. Let (1/p, l/q) be in the trapezoid PiP^P^P^ Suppose m(t) =

m(ί, •) G C°(R+;L[oc(Rn)). Then, for any f G Lp = Lp(Rn), there exists a unique

weak solution u(i) = u(t, •) G L£C(R+; Lq(W1}} to (CP) which

(2.1) I

Here

Cexpfi

J / μ-
z Jo .

Cexp μ-(s)ds for (1/p, l/^) G
J

( /I /** λ /Ί "*
Cmax ^ exp - / μ+(s)ds ,exp -

(2.2)

for (1/p, l/q) G

C is a constant which depends only on the dimension n.

We remark that Theorem 2.1 with time-independent C2 potentials m — m(x) and

smooth data / G CQ°, which guarantees the solution to be sufficiently smooth, has been

given by Zhong [8]. In the case, C^q(i) is just a constant.
On the other hand, in the case when m(t,x) is decreasing with respect to t,

m(ί, x) = exp(-ί) for example, we have that μ+ = 0 and C^q(t) is a constant function
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for (1/p, l/q) G ΔP0^Ί^3 while it is not necessarily true for (1/p, l/q) & AP0P1P3.
We run up against a similar situation in the case when m is increasing with respect to

t. But the following theorem says that it is true for (1/p, l/q) in the whole trapezoid

PiPiP^P* if |Vxra(ί)| = |Vxra(ί, )| satisfies some integrability condition.

Theorem 2.2. Let ( l / p , l / q ) be in the trapezoid P^P^P^P^. Suppose m(t) =
m(+ \m^r, •)

< 00.
1 /**

(2.3) sup- / ||Vxm(*)||n/2ώ
t>ι £ Jo

/or any f G Lp, fAere exists a unique weak solution u(t) = u(t, •) G
n)) to (CP) wAicA satisfies

(2.4)

Cp» = Cexp ( f \\Vxm(s)\\n/2dS}

( (>!- ,«ϊ f"1
x mm < exp I - / μ+(s)as I ,exp I -

I \2 7o / \^

C is a constant which depends only on the dimension n.

We shall consider several examples of ra(ί, x] which our theorems can be applied

to.

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let m = exp(exp(-ί)). Then C^q(t) in Theorem 2.1 is a bounded
function since both μ+ = 0 and μ_ = exp(— t) are integrable.

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let m = exp(ί) [ m = exp(-ί) resp. ]. Then C^q(t) in Theorem
2.2 is a constant function since Vxm = 0 and μ_ = 0 [ μ+ = 0 resp.].

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let m = exp(-ί)0(x) where 0 G L[oc(Rn) and V0 G Ln/2(Rn).
Then Cpq(t) is a bounded function since V xm = exp(—t)Vxφ and μ+ = 0,μ_ = 1.

We remark that m = exp(t)φ(x) does not have the same property.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Let m = ψ((t2 + l)αx) where α > 1/2, ^ G Cl(Rn)9 ψ(x) > 0,
Vψ(x) x < 0 and V^ G Ln/2(Rn). Then C*(t) is a bounded function since μ+ = 0.
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3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 (smooth case)

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is divided into two parts. The first part (Section 3) is
devoted to prove the estimate (2.1) for smooth potentials and initial data, and the sec-
ond part (Section 4) the existence and the uniqueness for non smooth ones. Throughout

this section, we assume that m = m(t,x) is of Cf°(R+;C°°(Rn)) and / = f ( x ) is of
/ooo/Tranλ
OQ (M. ).

The strategy to prove the estimate for smooth data is as follows: For smooth poten-
tial and initial data as assumed above, the problem (CP) has unique smooth solutions

u E C2(R^+1) Π C1(R+;L2(Rn)) Π C°(R+; Hl(Rn)) so as to justify the argument
below. First we prove the energy estimate (Lemma 3.1), which yields the desired esti-
mate (2.1) at PO with t = 1. Next, following the same argument as in Zhong [8], we
derive the estimate at PI with t = 1 from the energy estimate as well. The estimate at
PS is derived from that at PI. Duality argument and the interpolation theorem imply
the estimate at the rest with t = 1. Scaling argument yields the estimate with general

t > 0.
Before proving the theorem, we define some symbols: We write derivatives as

^ = J?' fy : = ^xj — at~> and ut = dtu, Uj = ux. = dxju for a function u on R™+1

and j — 1, , n. We denote the characteristic function of the set E by χ#, and use

the notation χt(s) = X[o,t](<s) For T, fl > 0, we define

(3.1) BR := {x 6 Rn : x\ < R},

(3.2) ΩT)JR := {(t, x) <E R++1 : 0 < t < T , \x\ < T + R - t},

(3.3) Ωx

τ?jR := {(t, x) 6 R++1 : 0 < t < T, \x\ < R + t}.

For u e Co°(R!f:+1), B C Rn, t e R+ and x e Rn, we define the energy density

ε(ί, x) and the energy E(t, B) on {t} x B by

(3.4) ε(ί,x):-

(3.5) E(t,B) := I ε(t,x)dx.
JB

A constant which depends only on n is denoted by letters C or C7, which we are not

necessarily the same at different occurrence.

Lemma 3.1. Let ί, R > 0. Suppose that u satisfies (CP). Then

(3.6) E(t,BR) <

(3.7) E(t,BR+t) >
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REMARK . By mollifying u in a usual way, we extend this estimate for the non-
smooth case, when u G C^R+j L2(Rn)) Π C°(R+; JΪ^R71)). We shall use this fact in
Section 4.

Proof. We may assume that u is real-valued. Since u satisfies (CP), we have

dsε(s, x) = us (uss - Δw + mu) + VV^s^ )j 4- -msn
2

j=ι 2

By ras < μ+m, we obtain

/ / Γs

^ I I ( \ Ί \ ί \ \ X Λ 0 /σs exp — / μ+(σ)ασ ε(s,x) — > cλ I exp

-

= - exp ( - / μ+(σ)dσ } - (-(μ+ra - ms)u2 -
z V 7o / v

Integrating this over Ω ί5JR, we have (3.6) since we obtain, from the Stokes formula,

0 > exp(- j μ+(σ)dσ)E(t,BR) - E(U,BR+t)

+ — P / exp ( - / μ+(σ)dσ } (ε - u8n(v) - (Vxu)\dv
V 2 Jside V Jo / V J

> exp(- / μ+(σ)dσ)E(t,BR) -

where "side" = 9Ω£?jR - ({t} x BR U {0} x BR+t} and (l/v^,n(ι/)/>/2) is the exte-
rior unit normal at ι/ G side. Here non-negativity of the integrand

1 n

ε - uen(z/) (Vxu) = o ̂
j=l

at z/ G side has been used. The estimate (3.7) is carried by the same argument if we
replace μ+ by — μ_ and Ω^ by ΩJ Λ.
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From this lemma, we have the estimate (2.1) at P0 with t = 1. In fact, since
u(ϋ) = o,

dt\\u(t)\\2dt

i
Jo

< I \\dtU(t)\\2dt
Jo

/

l

„

- / μ+(s)ds
2 Jo/o

< e x p f - / μ+(S)ds ] \\f\\z.
1 fl

- / μ+(s)dt
2 Jo

Here we have used

(3.8) dt\\u(t)\\ι < \\ut(t)\\z,

which is derived from

2\\u(t)\\2dt\\u(t)\\2=dt\\u(t)\\2

2

= dt I u(t) u(t}dx

= 2 / u(t)dtu(t)dx

Next we shall prove the estimate (2.1) at PI. For p = 2,q = (\ — ̂ )~1, we have,

by Lemma 3.1 and Sobolev's lemma [5, Theorem 2 p. 124],

(I fl

(3 9) <Cexp - / μ+(s)ds
V^ Jo

<Cexpf i flμ+(s)ds)\\f\\p.
\^ Jo /

In order to derive the estimate at P3, we shall prepare a partition of unity and a

covering lemma. Let {£P}jEN be a covering of Rn of finite multiplicity by closed unit
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balls: Bj = {x : \x - Xj\ < 1}, Uj(ΞNBj = Rn, 3A < oo such that

CXD

(3.10)

Let {(^}JGN be a smooth function which is subordinate to {B^}j^ which satisfies

0 <φό< 1 and Σ^N^')9 = l
We decompose / by {φj}jeN as p := φPf. We denote by î ' the solution of (CP)

with f = fi. Then we have,

(3.11) f =
3 = 1 j=l

(3.12) supp/' C {y : \y - Xj\ < 1}, supp^' C {(t,y) :\y-Xj\<t + I}.

Here we have noticed that Lemma 3.1 shows the finite speed propagation. For r > 0

we set Bj(r) = {y G Rn : \y - Xj < r} and Λj(r) = {z : Bi Π ^'(r) ^ 0}. Then
Λj (r) satisfies

Lemma 3.2. W

(3.13)

where A is the same constant as in (3.10) and φS denotes the cardinal number of the

set S.

Proof. If i G Aj(r), then |xj ; - Xi\ < r -f 1 and therefore £* C B '̂(r + 2). If

x G Bj(r + 2), then the number of Bi which contains x is, at most, A. From these

facts, we obtain

where Si is a unit ball.

Now we shall derive the estimate (2.1) at PS with t = 1 from that at P\. For
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(1/p, l/q) = (1/2 - 1/n, 1/2 - 1/n) = P3, we have by the estimate at PI

i ί* μ+(s)ds) \\f%
Z ^0 /

(3.14)

On the other hand, by the finite speed propagation, we have

(3.15) 0X1)=

From Lemma 3.2, (3.14) and the Holder inequality we obtain

1/p

Then we have by Lemma 3.2 again

j€N

i€Nj€Λ 4 (2)

<C'exp(|

Thus we have obtained the estimate at P3.
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Next we shall prove the estimate at P2 and P4 with t — 1. Let (l/p, l/q) be at P2

or P4. For this purpose, we shall calculate the formal adjoint of the solution operator
5(1, 0). Here the operator 5(t, s) is defined in a usual way as

(3.16) S(ί,s) :/.—»«(*)

for the problem

(3.17) (D + m(t)}u(t) = 0, («, $«)!«=, = (0, /).

Lemma 3.3. Let φ be an element o/Co°(R") and w(τ) — U;*(T, x) a solution of
the following Cauchy problem,

(3.18) (8ξ. - Δ + m(t - τ))tι>(τ) = 0 in R!f.+1,

(3.19)

Then

(3.20)

Proof. We have

dr{(drS(τ, s)f,w(t - r)) + (S(r, β)/,βτκ;(t - r))}

=(a*S(τ, *)/, t*(t - r)) - (5(τ, β)/, 9>(t - r))

-((Δ - m(r))S(r, s)/, w(t - r)) - (5(r, *)/, 9>(ί - r))

Here we have used the fact that we obtain (Π + m(τ))w(t — r) = 0 from the equation
(3.18) by changing the variable t to t — r. Integrating this equation from s to t inr, we
have (3.20).

Since the function w is the solution of (3.18> and (3.19), the estimates (2.1) at PI
and P3 with t — I imply

(3.21) \\S(1,OYΦ\\P' = IH1)||P' < Cexp (\ I μ-(τ)dτ] \\φ\\ql,
\Zι Jo /

where l/p + l/p1 = l/q -f l/q' = 1. Here we have used Lemma 3.3 and the facts

(3.22) -μ+(l - r)m(l - r, x) < dτ{m(l - r, x)} < μ_(l - τ)m(l - r, x),

(3.23) / μ±(r)dr= / μ±(l-r)dr.
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By the duality argument, we have the estimate

(3.24) 115(1,0)1*11, < Cexp (\ ί μ-(τ)dτ] \\f\\p

\ z Jo /

at P2 and P4 with t = 1. Thus we have obtained the estimate (2.1) at all the vertex of

the trapezoid PiPzP^P^ with t = 1. By interpolation [2, Theoreml.1.1 p.2] we have
the estimate at the rest of the points.

In the last place, we shall calculate the dependence of the estimate on time variable
t by the scaling argument. We set ύσ(τ, x) — u(στ,σx), mσ(τ,x) = σ2m(στ,σx),
fσ(x) = σ f ( σ x ) . Then these functions satisfy

(3.25) (d2+ mσ(τ, x))ύσ = 0 in R!f.+1,

(3.26) άσ(0, -) = 0, dτύ
σ(Q, -) = /σ,

and

(3.27) -μ°_ (τ)πισ (r, x) < drfh
σ (r, x) < μ^_ (τ)mσ(r, x),

where μ±(τ) = σμ±(στ). Then we obtain from the estimate (2.1) with r — 1

(3-28) \\ΰσ(l)\\q<C^(l)\\fσ\\p,

where

(3.29) Cp

σ,(l) = / μσ

±(τ)dτ = Γ μ±(τ)dτ = Cl

pq(σ}.
Jo Jo

On the other hand, we have

(3.30) ||i

(3.31)

Letting σ = t in (3.28), (3.30) and (3.31), we obtain (2.1). Thus we have proved the

required estimate in Theorem 2.1 in a smooth case.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.1 (non-smooth case)

In this section, we shall consider the uniqueness and the existence for non-smooth

potentials and initial data.
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First we shall consider the uniqueness of the weak solution. It is enough to show
that a solution u of (CP) with / = 0 satisfies XBRu(t) = 0 for 0 < t < T with any
R > 0 and T > 0.

Let t be in (0, T) for any fixed T. We have the integral equation

(4.1) u(t) = - ί E(t - s) * (rrm)(β)dβ,
Jo

where E(τ)* = sΪΏ.τ\Dx\/\Dx\ is the convolution with the fundamental solution for
the free wave equation. The supporting property of E(τ) yields

(4.2) XBRu(t) = -XBR I E(t - s) * χBR+t-s (mu)(s)ds.
Jo

Taking the I^-norm, we have for 0 < t < T

\\XBRu(t)\\q <Cτ ί
Jo

<CT f \\χBτ+Rrn(8)\\r\\χBR^_au(8)\\qd8
Jo

<CT sup \\χBτ+Rm(s)\\r I \\XBR+t-au(s)\\qds.
0<s<T Jo

Here we have used the Holder inequality and the Lp-Lq estimate

(4.3) ||£(*)*||M= sup \\E(8)*g\\q<C8l-nW*-lM

obtained by Strichartz [6]. By GronwalΓs inequality, we have \\χ&R+t_su(t)\\q = 0

for 0 < s < t and therefore \\u(t)\\q = 0 for 0 < t < T.
Next we shall prove the existence of the weak solution and the estimate (2.1) for

u. We may assume / e Co°(Rn) because the general case can be obtained from it
by the approximation argument. We may also assume r ^ oo, because the case where

m G C°(R+; L£c) guarantees existence of a solution u G C°(R+; Hl) Π C^R+j I/2),
which is smooth enough to satisfy the energy estimate Lemma 3.1.

We take a smooth non-negative function φ of x which satisfies ||0||ι = 1 and is

supported in {\x\ < I } . We define φη(x) := η~nφ(η~lx) and approximate m by
m^ί, x) = m * φ*(t, x) € C°(R+; C°°(Rn)).

Now we shall consider an approximated Cauchy problem

(4.4) (Π + mη)uη = Q in

(4.5) (f
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which is also expressed in the integral form

(4.6) uη(t) = E(t) * / - / E(t - s) * (mηurί)(s)ds.
Jo

We shall show the existence of lim^o uη (t ) in L9(Rn), which is to be the weak

solution to (CP). Since uη — uθ is the solution of the approximated problem

(4.7) (D + mη)(uη - uθ) = (πιθ - mη)uθ

(4.8) (u* - uθ, dtW - uθ))(Q) = (0, 0),

we have

/

*
Sη(t,s)(mθ -mη)uθ(s)ds.

.

Here Sη(t, s) denotes the solution operator / \-> u to (3.17) with m replaced by mη.

Assume θ,η < 1 so that suppφθ C {\x\ < 1} and suppφη C {\x\ < I}. By the

finite speed propagation and the compactness of supp /, we have for some R > 0

= XBt+R f S«(t, s)(mθ(s) - mr'(s))uθ(S)dS

Jo

= XBt+R I SV(t,s)χB^R(πιθ(s)-nΐi(s))u(s)ds
Jo

= XBt+R I S*(t, s)XB2t+R(Φη - Φθ) * (χBl+,t+Rm(s))uθ(S)ds.
Jo

Hence, by the Holder inequality,

\\u«(t)-uθ

q

< Γ ||^(t,β)||M||(^ - /) * (XBwt+Rm(8))uθ(8)\\pd8
Jo

< /* ||S^(ί, β)||M||(^ - φθ) * (XBwt+Rrn(smr\\ue(8)\\qd8.
Jo

On the other hand, applying the estimate (2.1) to the problem (4.4) and (4.5) with the

potential m77, we have the Lp-Lq estimate

(4.10)
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or more generally,

(4.H)

for (1/p, l/q) in the trapezoid PιP2P^P^. Here C£g(M) is defined by (2.2) with /0*

replaced by /β*. Then for fixed T, (4.10) and (4.11) lead to

Γ \\(φ* -
Jo

(4.12) K(t) - u*(t)\\q < Cτ \\(φ* - φθ) * (χB1+at+Λm)(*)|
Jo

for 0 < t < T. We remark here that CT can be taken independently of η and theta by
the definition of πιη and Cίσ. Futhermore, we havepq

(4.13) 11(0" - φθ) * (χ*1+at+Λm(*))||r - 0

as η,θ \ 0 since φη * ^ -̂  g in Lr as ry \ 0 for g G Lr(Rn) (r ^ oo). Hence
{uη(t)}η is a Cauchy sequence in Lq and has a limit

(4.14) u°(t)£L

as 77 \ 0, v^hich satisfies, by (4.10),

(4.15)

Thus we have finished the proof of Theorem 2. 1 .

5. Proof of Theorem 2.2

In this section, we shall prove Theorem 2.2. We have only to show the estimate

for /EQ°(Rn). In fact,

(5.1) \\u(l)\\q < Cexp ( ί \\Vxm(s)\\n/2d8 + \ ί μ-(s)ds] ||/||p,
V /0 Z Jθ /

from (5.1) and (2.1), we obtain

rl

(5.2) Wo

\\Vxm(s)\\n/2ds

min < exp I - / μ+(s)ds ) ,exp I - / μ-(s)ds ) >
I \^ Λ) / V ^ J o / J

I I P -
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This estimate is extended to all (1/p, l/q) in the whole trapezoid PiP^P^P^ and we
have the estimate (2.4) by scaling argument.

Let (1/p, l/q) = (1/2, 1/2 - 1/n) and u be the solution to (CP). Then djU is
equal to the solution v of the problem

(D + m)v = — (djm)u,

(v,fttOlt=o = (<W)

Hence we have an. integral equation

(5.3) - ί S(t,s)(djm(s))u(
Jo

where the solution operator S(t, s) is defined as in (3.16). Operating the Riesz potential

of order 1 on both sides of this equality, we get

Rju(t) =Ildju(t)

(5 4) =IlS(t, 0)^ / - I IlS(t, s)(djm(s))u(s)ds

rt
=IlS(t,0)ΓlRjf- / 715(ί,s)/~1/1((δj7 m(s))w(s))ds.

Jo

Here we call the operator /" = JΓ~l\ξ\~0ίf the Riesz potential of order α, and Rj —

f~lξj/\ξ\F me Riesz transform.
In order to estimate ||w(l)||ς, we shall consider the Lp-Lq operator norm

\\IlS(t,s)I~l\\pιq. Applying Lemma 3.1 to the Cauchy problem (3.18) and (3.19), we

obtain from Lemma 3.3

(5.5) ||VXS(M)>||2

Hence we have for t > s

UJ-^friO /MsJIla < C\\VxS(t,s)* 1^

i /•* \- / μ_(τ)dτ
2 J s J

(\ Γ* \

< C'exp - / μ-(r}dr | |w(
\ z Js /

Here we have used the equivalence of the operator norms of I~l and Vx and the
j[/2_£/(i/2+ι/n)-1 bondedness of the Riesz potential. This implies, by duality,

(5.6) \\IlS(t,s)Γl\\p,q < exp (\ ί μ-(τ}dτ] .
\ Z Js /
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On the other hand, we have

<C"||Vxm(β)||n/2||tt(β)||g,

by the mapping property of the Riesz potential again and Holder's inequality. Applying

(5.6) and (5.7) to (5.4), we have

(5.8)

+ 'C I expfi I μ-(τ)dτ] ||V*m(3)||n/2|K?)Mβ,
JO \2Js J

where we have used the equivalence of the norms ||0|| and Σ^=ι ll^j#ll Denoting

exp ( —I /o μ-(τ)dτ] \\u(l)\\q by J(l), we rewrite the above inequality as

/.i
(5.9) J(l)<| |/ | |p+ / \\Vxm(8)\\n/*J(8)d8.

Jo

Then we have, by GronwalΓs inequality,

(5.10) J(l) < Cexp ( ί \\Vxm(8)\\n/2ds}
\JQ /

that is (5.1). Thus we have proved Theorem 2.2.
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